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MAN'S DIALOGICAL NATURE AND
THE DIALOGUE OF RELIGIONS

This can be called an era of dialogue. Scientific and techno-
logical progress has made our globe rather small and brought men
closer together. Communications explosion has made our earth
a global village where news even from the remotest corners are
communicated all over the world via satellites in matter of
seconds. In such a situation man cannot remain isolated from'
other men, nor hermetically insulated against their ideas and as-
pirations, The two great world wars accelerated the progress by
throwing peoples for centuries kept apart by geography, religion
~d ~ture into the laps of each other during, a catastrophic
~sl~t1on of normal living. Dialogue among Christian churches
In the West started when Catholics were forced by circumstances
to accommodate Protestant refugees in their churches and vice
versa Protestants bad to show hopitality to Catholic refugees.
The long ~orgotteD religions of the East came fully into the picture
when nations of the East gained their political independence and
as~erted their identity in the world body of natIons.· But
this spontaneously gr~W=.c.ng.dialogue among religions only, brings
out a lo~ neglected dimension of man; his dialogal psychic strue-
ture J "~which contemporary - philosophical thinking arid religious
experience have brought into focus. "

Dialogue in Antiq~ity

1The word and idea of di I h d
classical Greek hilo . a ague as come own to us from

d r I"· d i osophy. Socrates was one of those who initiated
an" popu anse It and Plato made it' ":1 hi ".
To counteract the baneful HI" mto a rea p ilosoph)Jcru.art.
to be able to prove an thinn ue~ce of the Sophists who cl~lmed
of oratory, Socrates stIrted ~na~ . confound ~ny ~ne ~Y then art
sation to make them see truth gbglll~ people In dialogical conv.er-
Protagoras and G . " Y t emse.lves. When people likeorgtas went alx t . ". 1au giving ong harangues,
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"~fke b,razen ~essels which when struck continue to sound"! and
displaying their ability in t~e art,2 Socrates. approached people/as
a h~mble seelc~r of. tn:th, interested only "in bringing the truth
to 11ght, not rn wmrnng an argument. "3 Socrates came as a
prophet among a people that had not even a word to indicate
"'1' n rard " d h ·1£ ". J' hwa ness an " se -consciousness". W" en about to die he
stated his mission thus: "Going about in the world, obedient to
the God, I seek and make inquiry into the wisdom of citizens and
strangers, whether anyone of them appears wise. And when he
is not wise, then in vindication of the oracle I show him that he
is not wise.?"

Socrates' and for that matter Plato'S, dialogical principle
was that man is basically good, and has in himself all the sound
principles, and so has no need to import them from the outside.
Education is not like :filling pipes and vessels with water, that
"runs from the full to the empty."5 1t is rather depth calling to
the deep, fulness challenging fulness. People can be made to be
their authentic selves by "bringing the whole, discourse back to
its basic foundations" in the heart of human consciousness.f

When Christian" apologist writers took over the dialogical
form from the Greeks for their encounters with their relizious
adversaries, whether Jews, Gnostics or members of other Gr:eco.
Roman religions, Phito's philosophy of dialogue seems to have
been somewhat forgotten. It became a simple polemical device
to make their adversaries look silly and totally mistaken, as is seen

-in the dialogues of Justin, Ariston of Pella and Evagrius. Or it
was used merely as a mode at dogmatic instruction as seen in the
dialogical writings of Augustine, Boetius, Cyril of Alexandria
and Origen, or even as a literary form without any particular
significance, as in the Conferences of John Cassian,

Contemporary Philosophical Thinklng . on Dialogue

But the contemporary philosophical consciousness of ~an's
dialogical make up was in a way forced upon him by a precarious
and threatening socio-political situation. In the era of political
~nstability and lack of clear and secure. e.xeternal leadership in

L Protag01'G8 329 A
2. EUihudemtis 274 D.
3. Goreiae 457 E
4; Apology 23 B
,5.. Symposimn ·175 D. ' ,.,:.\.: ::" "V·· It
6:- Xenophon ",¥e'lno'l'abiU~,·lV,: 6, 18.·
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the continental Europe, Emmanuel Kant and F.W. Hegel gave the
basic philosophical insights into ~h~logue. In the face of an i.ll~-
rninent universal threat of scepttcism launched by the Empiri-
cists, Kant sought absolute and secure truth i,n. rea,son's dialogue
with itself." According to his transcendental dialectics, God, soul
and world were postulated and posited by the self-questioning sub-
jeet that needed these as the unifying principles ~f ~ure, l"'eaS?l1,
which would be the most secure 1a\\1 of truth, But Kant s dialectics,
though it show..ed the basic need for dialogue, ended in a denial
of all true dialogue with the phenomenal world and other men as
well.

But Hegel found the need for dialogue in the very world of
violence and conflict in which he lived.:8 According to him, man
begins with a personal 'Opinion more or less coherent, which he
calls myth. This is the stage of monologue. The idea of truth is
not present in this or at least it is not explicit there. But
soon 'Opinions clash" myth encounters other myths and the monolo-
gues are opposed [0 each other. In this conflict there is violence
when each one tries to impose his myth on others. But there is
a way out from this monologal violence when people start to
discuss these opinions. This is the transition from myth to science,
from monologue to dialogue" and from barbarity to philosophy, But,
for Hegel this is also a transition from individuality to univer-
sality, from true. personal dialogue of discussion to impersonal
dialectics. Hence, his philosophy ended up as one of pure essence
and universal will, falling far short of the existential situation of
human beings in flesh and blood encountering each other as per-
sons in an ever continuous tension between the individual and the
universal,

~ the contemporary situation, clearer guidelines were given
to philosophy to carry out its reflexion. The two world wars were
not purely negative in their consequences, They brought man
closer to man and set him concrete and definite tasks to achieve. To
avoid. future world wars merely the prospect of a nuclear holo-
caust IS not enough, There is need to achieve mutual understanding
between. individuals and communities. In a situation where
secular ideoloei es .'. 1 kl1. . -- b~ are monvanng peop e that tac e world prob-
{ms, some way ~ust be found to bring about an understanding

etwe~n them. S~ce. persons.. fro. m different cultures and back-
groun s are commg together today for various purposes more

7, Critique of Pure Reas 1 " ..
8 G . . .on 7 part H CUV1Slon 1'1'. eorg Wdhelm Fridrich -'.. '.. - ,

Sibree (New Y 'k. D !legel, The Philosophy of History, trs. J.
, or. Over Publ. 1956), pp. 105 {I.
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frequently than ever before; greater need is .felt to create an
understanding between persons, and not merely between belief sys-
terns, and also a mode of behaviour both charitable and rational
that allows both critical and appreciative approaches.

,,' t ' I,! :, ' .

Besides these human social needs there are also economic
pressures that call for sharing among all men, of science, of
technology, and of the limited available resources. Besides, men
need also critical guidance from each other concerning- value
judgements in planning and formulating policies. Aboveall these,
today people are called upon to make contributions to community
building, building up morale that will inspire people to work
'and build up a national perspective with a wider vision, and
create an atmosphere and common language of spin mal and reli-
gious discourse, All these specific, social, economic, moral and
religious needs have made a deeper analysis and doser under-
standing of human conversation and its inner dynamics really vital.

I I This is the reason why philosophy has left behind the Greek
concern for: objective nature, with man as a mere part of it, and
has ,come to concentrate its attention on human consciousness.
At the beginning of the 17th century, Rene Descartes made a
definite break with the Greek and Medieval philosophical tradi-
tions when he came forward with his 'ccgito", I think, and
rivetted attention on the human self. With. a deeper understanding
of the human consciousness today, Western philosophy is affirm-
ing its openness not merely to the individual human subject, but
,1:0 intersubjectiviry, the communion of subjects or selves. The
focus of philosophical thinking today is the "we", the realm of
dialogue. To reach this point Edmund Husserl, Martin Heidegger
and' other Phenomenologists had to make an impartial analysis
-0£ human consciousness, which is not a mere object, nor purely
an isolated subject, but openness to other subjects, constantly
growing and expanding in a process of con tinuous experiencing,
Gabriel Marcel and other personalist thinkers showed that on the
one hand man has to affirm his subjectivity in order to establish
the individual in his own right, but on the other, complement
it by affirming the universal character of private experience,
calling for sharing and dialogue with others. Man's self is essen-
tially intersubjective.?

Finally, Martin Buber has shifted emphasis hom _ the
intersubjective .openness of human nature to the existential pro-
cess of dialogue itself. According to him man's nature makes him

9. 'Gabriel Marcel. Homo VitatoJ'; Cr,eatioe Fidelity etc,
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I." , . • ns thin s. but his existence itself is dialogical.
an It, a thmg. am~. g. d' ~versal human =v=. and face the
One has to go eyon. ., cce ting him as he is and impart
other in his concrete existence a P ... f d" .1.. ' .

h.' .' . . . '.I!- ally is The essence 0 13 ogue IS to .con-oneself to irn as one actu .' . d 11· hi 0 k
tho existincr beina an a ow urn to parta efirm one's partner as IS • .' I:,") b • ' ,

'of his own being.lo

Psychology of Dialogue: 11

Psychologically the human self is dialogal, all authentic huma.n
activity is dialogue: Poetry is dialogue with the world; love IS

dialogue "nth others, and prayer is dialogue with God. But the
stranze fact is that man has a strong temptation for isolating
himself in monologue, to close himself in his own system even in
the realm of thought and reject others. This monologal tendency
is seen in various aspects of human behaviour.

Boredom and Monologue The general phenomenon of being
bored is a sign of a person being left to himself with a certain
inner emptiness and lack of content in himself. Schopenhauer found
in boredom a motive for sociability, since a person can be led by
dissatisfaction with himself to enter into dialogue with others.
But, in fact, when one starts looking for others out of a personal
emptiness, there is a possibility that he may get bored with others
as well; true dialogue can come only from interior fulness.

Irony and Humour - indicate another aspect of monologal
behaviour. They show an attitude of disagreement with the world
and the others. The ironic holds himself aloof and disdains what
he criticizes. The humorist, however, mixes a certain syrnpa thy
with his detached criticism and shows some complicity with what
he is laughing at. Both may show a certain healthy detachment
from the partiruIarity of the world they are facing. But there is
need to get beyond the phase of self isolation, if one should not
lose the sense of reality itself. The ironist has no sense of being;

.he empties the world of all substance.

. P~id~ 3mlJd Vanity: Pride is the principal root of monologue,
since. It Isolates the individual in himself with a sense of self-
sufficiency, Vanity, on the other hand, shows a certain openness

l~·.Martin Buber. B.etween Man and Man. I and Thou etc.
.~f. [ean Lacroix, Le sens du 'dialogue' (Neuchatel : Ed. de la
dia~anmer: 1965), The whole book is a psychologic~1 analysis of

a ague In the phIlosophical sense.. . .

J -
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to others with a concern- fOlt their approval and -recognition. But
this too is self-centred and seeks to lnstrumentalize "others, for
one's own self satisfaction. Both vanity and pride seek self-glen-
fication, but pride does this by force, while "vanIty wants to'
achieve it by the good opinion and cooperation of others. But',
both equally hurt true dialogue. The superficial sociability
created by vanity is far different from the communion of friend-
ship built upon reason .. Vanity rules in a world of imagination,
and there the units do, not belong together as in the real world,
but remain loosely connected as in a dream. Hence, it ct~ates a
certain anonymity of individuals. In true [riendship, on". the other
hand, because it is based on truth, reason is a common' good that
unites closely and firmly those who possess it, without denying

~the identity and rights of each one. Vanity creates a society of
falsehood. The vain man lacks substance, cannot discover hirriself

.and cannot be transformed in encountering others. The proud
sins by his self-sufficiency, the vain by its 'lack; theformer refuses
to be, preferring himself to Being, while the latter seeks to be
in the others' opinion, in the ephemeral world of appearances.
Never attaining reality, the vain is in danger of asphyxiating him-
self. Only the realism of humility c~ create the, ,?p~~ess neces-
sary for dialogue, , . .

Duplicity is yet another block to true dialogue. The basis- for
duplicity is in man himself,' his dual nature of spirit and mat~eI.
The very sign of intelligence is that instead of" helplessly facing

, in' wishful thinking an object ,that 'cannot be directly .attained,
it can go the round about way of temporarily removing oneself
'from the object and have recourse -to' appropriate. means that will
eventually take him to the desired goal. Instinctive nature and
rationality create a certain duality in man: instinct which is .an
expression of man's animality has to wear a .mask of noble ,va1.ues
to be accepted by reason. Tn life a person has to. play several roles,
'Of the family man, the business executive] friend to his equ~s

. and the -like. But all these do not by themselves' constitute dupli-
, city; .It will be the same person, conscious of himself that ~plays

all these roles. There is a certain integrity of the person ill all
" the personalities he assumes. But duplicity is when he identifies
'himself with the role he plays. This duplicity 'can be purely

, exterior -when he' pretends to others that' he is' not what he
really is or that. he is what he really is not. TI:ri,s i.s ,the

'. 'case of the spy J ,t~e cheat and the villain'. 'VI(o,~~.e" still .IS 't~e
• d~pl{City)f ~h(pers~n identifies ,h~msel~,also i~f~rl0r~y .W1th his
.. external appearance. For example., the <:ow~rd. who thi,~~ that

the obstacles are insurmountable, isolates himseljfrom the real
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. ' - d £ 1 '. - '. ith the grnpeN\re~world and constructs a little worl 0, 115 ~wn W I I

sour attitude.' '
.T ' dial ' can" take place onlv in an ntH,lospbere of since,r-,rue ozue c H.b." J • l' £ tl '"

" , • elf-,:;' a-ith rhers This requITes, equa Ity ,0 , l,:e,
lty With ones an WI I 0 '. ,1' t· d, ., , " " di:u ' ' In situations where t liS equa tty oesparuC1:'~l~~~ =~es impossible, and duplicity ~11aybe the
DO,t exl, afs, ardb f ~,,_"ty All situations of violet,lee 3L,ld
only 5 egu' I or person~lll . " _., feri lati
fear foster du lici '. In master-sbve and supenor-l11 e~10r re a.tl?n-
shl -5 the sl!'e ~d inferior often take refuge 111, , duphcltr'
SuJrarl in a purely spiritualistic morality that contemns n:l~n s
bodilv Yexistence, sexuality seeks liberatl0D: through d~phclty.
Man )is not a simple being, but rather the dialectics of being and
appearances. An amJosphere of openness to oneself ~d. ?th~rs
can be created only when man's complexity, his multl~li~lo/; of
roles and appearances is recognized and m aU that hIS single
personal being accepted.

i I

Person, the 'Basis of Dialogue
, 1

Openness to other men in dialogue should be ~ase~. on ~he
wholeness and integrity of the person. Person unifies 10 him-
self two complementary tendencies, one directed towards the
concentration and mastery of sell, and the other to expansion
and gjft of self to others. Individual and person are not,' the
same, and yet hiopsychological individuality and self-identity
are essential to personality. Person) in a sense, breaks open' the
barriers and restrictions of the individual to become more uni-
versal, to be mo:re and more what the others are, in order to be
more authentically oneself. Self-possession and self-gift constitue
the rhythm of personal life.

Here the Western and Eastern emphases are slightly different.
In the Western rational and objective thought, self is only the
immediate principle of a man's activities and provides a certain
unifying point for the diverse factors that constitute his existence.
Person appears as a higher comprehensive principle that establishes
him as a: responsible and free subject over against the others,
especially the wholly Other; God.12 In the Eastern thought 011 the

12. _Cf. Karl Jaspers, Way to Wisdom (Yale, 1960) pp. 45 ff. "The man
who .attams true. awareness of his freedom gains certainty of God.
t"·This I know: mmy freedomI a~ not through myself, but ~m given

.. 0 myself .... Where I am authenhcally myself, I am certain that 1
am not through myself."
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other hand, person is only an external facade of a man's existenc~ .
Its, root and ground is in the Arman, the Self; the ultimate Self
and ground is God, in whom he should discover himself more
authen~ically. Hence in meeting the others be is not meeting
so~ethlng wholly other, but rather partial manifestations of what
he IS authentically in himself.U

. In both conceptions, however, dialogue 1S the basic dimen-
sion of what one is. In both, human psychology is tied to a moral
character, a faith to wh,ieh he can be faithful. This is the source
of his strength when he encounters another' and communicates
what he is to the other. This communication is a. witnessing.
T~ete was a time i~ the recent past when witnessing was con-
ceived as not anything more than an external narrative of the
event with no personal involvemet of the witness. What was
e;xpected of him was fidelity to the event, external correspon-
~ence be~een the event and. the recital. But today with a deeper
understanding of human psychology, the moral character and faith
of the witness appear vital in witnessing. What.is looked for
in witnessing is the personality of the witness .. He cannot be
merely externally faithful. 1£ the witnessing is authentic, it will
engage the whole being of the witness, A fact is an external
happening that can be perceived, registered, explained and as-
certained as an object. But an experienced .event is an act, a
personal happening, which can only be comprehended and attest-
ed .to by the, witness. He is so much involved in the event, that
to deny the witnessing will be to deny his own self. People-
meet in dialogue not in the drawing room style of superficial
comments on persons and news items, hut in. a deeper kind of
personal witnessing. Hence it cannot be explained in terms of
purely psychological and social. natute of man" but only in
terms of the participants' relation to a higher reality in which
they have fai th and to which they owe fidelity.

Meaning oE Dialogue-

Dialogue is conversation. In conversation we discuss certain
things or persons. But this discussion has to break away
from the Cartesian subjective-objective dichotomy. A friendly
conversation is not a study in depth of a particular subject or

IS: lef. the great: Upanishadic statements': "Brahman i~ consciousness";
"This is one alone without a second", corms Self is Brahman", "My
Self is Brahman"; (that art thou" etc. :

2
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~~, lvsi -it -using' espcsitorv.: exegetical, .explicitatoeytheme. ana ySlng . , . . - " - 14' 1 - '1"
1, .' 'dl't"!,U -up with evaluative stateme, nts. , ' n sue 1 ,n,'n_tee imques .en l.1!b" - '. hnsi '11 b 1 J_",I' ,I ' , 'd - raluative diSCUSSIOn emp 1as lS,' wi ,1 '- e 0,t,} t, Je , OlJJ ec t

alf;ladi~t,'LC,a~ e\a,n'd- -on the information, imparted,' In convers;'uion
0' SCUSSlon, ' ' . ' f- B" ?

1 . "t'I,' persons conversing remain the .ocus. : ut It '1S notrowever J le ' ' 'b. d . i'
the communication of subjective reactions an ibiectfl eva uations
either. In this case the focus ,vill be the., subject that 'e~po.se:s
his individual emotions.' As regards the objects, the conversatlo.n
'may at best be an "introduction": the listener already,kn~\Vs sorne-
thins about the matter and wants to know more, and -his partner
is sharincr with him his own knowledge, about it. If such sharing
becomes""too critically analytic 01" evaluative, conversation itself
will be killed.l5

The purpose of dialogue is that men should draw closer -to
each other. For this, religion, philosophy and culture should be
bonds and links -enabling people to' share experience, ideas and
ideals instead of being dividing fences between classes and groups.
But there are two types of people, essence men and image men.
The former seek authenticity in themselves so that they can find
satisfaction in themselves, while the latter ate constantly .concern-
ed about the impression they make on others and search "to create
attractive images of themselves for others. Essence. men are liable
to close themselves in themselves, narcissistically, 'while image: men
tend to wear masks that- rude their identity. Man. needs confir-
Illilti~n fr0n:'- his - fellow~en for what he is. .The difficulty of
secunng . this confirmation makes people' hide either within
their individuality or within artilicial hideouts. Mere individua-
cion ~ot b?n& fulfilment to man. Only a disco~ery: of the
meaning ol e~tence can bring him- fulfilment. This is the scope
m.d end ~f dialogue., - Only one who is open to truth can find
this meaningful fulfilment. Truth judges all, men Plato afE.r~s
clea~Iy this basic principle of dialogue -when he makes Socrates
~ay m Gorgias.: 'Tam ?ne of those who are willing to be refuted
If I say anything th~t IS not true, and willing to refute anyone
else who says what IS not true, and quite as ready-to. be, refuted-
as to refute."16 .- . , .-'" ", ,', ,

. ' .. ~So,~·.dialo~:· ~~ans :c~l~fi~n~ .one's partner ;:~s:this'- existing
b~mD' and legltlID1ZIng him : oyer ag~l).st, oneself as a' partner;

14.. cr. Martin G. Plattel S'~'cialr Ph:lo 'h '(P:' - b ; 'I .: ,!, " ".,-,

, . _:rIniv., Press" 1965), Pp. 64-67. 1 sop. II It~~ ur_g~: ~uqUlesne
15. -John J. "Mood' "Cbnversati6- ' d'1 - . . ~. , -':
':',' -IS'"(l971)"18f-i85 : .' :.p a~, .. ,nt~rpre~a!i0ri" Philosopny'~'Tbda1j~
16. Gorgias 458 A· .,,'" . ,,, ",f :', 'k . (.,.~,,~ . ;1::

• ':" : ";' ,;-u'J, ~l .: "<.:

M'alfs, Dialbs:.icat Nature ' ,19·
~ot~~ ~te: r~cognize~ ~s .£nit~; a~d individual, but the meaning is
p.~t t?~J?d,.1A ,th~ individuality Itself, but rather in. the common
.srtuation open to the fullness of truth, to the attainment of which
}nut~al help is needed. An act of genuine fantasy is needed, in
,t.?~.'w~rds' of Martin Buber, in order to go. beyond the offending
]~~nltatlOnsof the, other and make him present as whole and one.
A1~y artist can paint a woman before him. But only a greater artist
can visualize in the same picture at the same time the little .girl
she w~s as well as the old woman she will be. Only a true artist
of .~h~ .sp~it can break the tendency towards appearances and
asr

1

l?e ,at the fullness of reality in dialogue. '
., Speech, is not the. most important factor in dialogue.l?

Presence in silence to each other can be an eloquent form of dia-
logue. Whether one should speak or not depends on the legiti-
macy of what .one has to say. One's effect as a speaker should not
outweigh the thought of what one has to say. When several
people are engaged -in a dialogue not everyone present has to
speak. But one cannot be there as a mere observer. Each one must
be ready to share with others, and have in mind the other or the
others in their present and particular being and strive to' esta-
blish a living andrnurual relation between himself and them.' It
is seeing the other or experiencing the other side. In. opposition
to this dialogical attitude may be, indicated dully tempered
disagreeal;>le~e;ss~ 'obstinacy or contrariness.

- ~ I

~~ru~ture' of _Dialogue

Dialogue is relationship. It is the mutual relatedness of
partners open in -their concrete existences. It is not mere "em-
p.athyn,' by' which .one experiences the other to the exclusion om:
one's own concreteness. In empathy the actual life situation is
extinguished. Dialogue demands distinction and also the main-
tenance of the identity of each partner. It is not a collective self-
seeking either. In selfishness, the c, eros" of monologue there is
no sharing, but only a display or enjoyment of subjective feelings.
As Martin Buber says, love without dialogue is Lucifer.If In
encountering the others it only seeks to exploit them for its own
sake.

Dialogue does not take place to provide for a need or to
remedy a deficiency. Though it accepts the existence of the part-

17. M. Buber. Between Man and Man) trs, R. G. Smith (London: Kegan
Paul, 1947), p. 14.

18. Ibid, p.2~. .
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ners as they are, including their materinl limita tions and: restric-
tions, it arises from the positive we:1ltl~ an~ a~u~1dance ~f t1:e
spirit. Its attitude is best exemplih,ed in gift g.lVH~g, \v~llCh is
the expression of an inrersubjectivc giving. The gIft IS entlrel_y' at
the disposal of the recipient, yet continues to be -that of the giver.
The gift I accepted from you is mine precisely b:c~use I am Y?l~rS,
and it is ours because we. are 'each others. Hence it IS not the giving
of some thins but the civina of oneself.b'· . ~ ~

Similarly, dialogue is not syncretism, which seeks to take t1~e
best ideas from every school of thought, lifting them out of their
original context to make a composite out of them. The partners
in dialogue keep their identity and the ideas contributed by each
one is kept in the perspective of his own thought structure. But,
at the same time, pis contributions are at the disposal of his
partners helping them to deepen their O"WD identity and discover
the same values hidden away in some corner of their own tradi-
tions. Thus it becomes a common search for Truth, that trans-
cends all particular traditions.

Here true dialogue differs from economic transactions, in
which there is a certain opposition and mathematical equality
between giving and receiving, service and compensation. Debt
contracted by receiving is immediately paid off by the giving. But
in the intersubjective communication my acceptance of the others'
self-surrender is precisely my own krving surrender to' him. I
receive the other's self-communication only by giving myself.
This is the dominant attitude in dialogue. A mathematical calcu-
lation of the ideas proffered and their value for the 'listener' are
not the primary considerations. Sincerity and openness of the
partners is the important factor. So they are not worried about
making a. wrong statement or of being misunderstood) since the
attitude of openness provides the possibility of being corrected
by others and of correcting them wi thou t personal offence or
loss of face. Hence, a dialogue session is not a super-market of
i~eas, a univers~l giving and receiving. It is basically the expres-
sian of men being toget~er as "I" and "Thou" ,in their original
~ogeth~rness. as persons. in the. same human na ture. Exchange of
Ideas IS only one aspect of this togetherness in distinction. The
value of dialogue is . not, therefore, judged primarly by the im-
portance . of the tdeas. cornmunicated, Human togetherness
IS fostered by a lot of trivial gestures, like passing salt or sugar
at tabrIfe even thou~ o~e may easily reach out and take them by
onese - , or ,comm~rucatlng personally. a news that the other may
have alt'ea.dy received thro.ugh other sources Th ir 1nf ' .. . . , ese Slrnp e - ges-
tures serve to co . rrn one 5 personal presence to another. . ,.

I
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Conditions of Dialogue

From this' intersubjective structure of dialogue follow a
number of consequences that stand for necessary conditions for
a succ~ssful dialogue between religions today.

1 ) Dialogue should start with a: sense of the concrete
situation in which the partners meet, a recognition of the pre·
sent historical context and of the historical responsibility of man
today. One has to resist the easy temptation of immunizing one-
self from the tensions of the actual world. Dialogue should not
start from an urge "to confront and 'contain' the other as part
of one's theological existence." Dialogue is not sought for its,
own sake as an intellectual pastime, but tor the sake of man,
who has to discover his own identity, weaknesses and strong

.. pain ts, and recover his religious sense in the - modem world
against' the anti-religious forces.

','__ ..: ,_2) . Dialogical attitude demands a certain sense of one's
OW~ identity, and firmness in one's own faith. But this does not
mean -immobility or .obstinacy in one's position. A sense of in-
completeness in oneself and willingness to be corrected and con-
verted is intrinsic to it. A claim for a monopoly of truth closes
the door to real dialogue. This does not mean that one. has no
confidence in the adequacy of his position. A confidence in the
adequacy -of one's theological position and soundness of faith at
the same time also imply that one cannot fully comprehend or
appreciate all their implications and .attain the depth of the mys-
tery. A mystery that can be exhausted in conceptual categories
is no mystery. ; .: -

3) F rom this it follows that religious dialogue, and any dia-·
logue for that matter, should not be restricted to the academic or
conceptual level. It must, to be adequate, take place on all
levels of human experience and social intercourse.

4) Similarly a dialogue that is carried out within the seman-
tic framework of the terminology peculiar to one religious tradi-
tion may defeat its own purpose and end up as one or several
monologues" The same reality may be approached from several
angles, and the problems framed differently .. Restriction to any
one frame work may obstruct intersubjective communion between
persons of different traditions. Only in an atmosphere of res-.
pectful tolerance of other opinions and. other approarches may
one gain an enriching experience of truth itself. Though indi-
viduals engage in dialogue, they too are part of institutional
self-interests and actually represent systems of thought that are
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. _ " . u onl b _ consciously, breaking defence
cultural, empires . SO~hos/ setlillterests and repudiating nega-
mechamsms prope~ to _ t1 - _ enter into autheritic dialogue.
tivism and aggresslon may ley _ ,

A tl basi fact of dialoaue is that each one of the
5) 0.0 b1er

13S1Cd· in' P'.osses~on of a pa_rt-.t. ruth._ of the
partners may e a rea y 1 . It

-.h __' ._ . ht or error Even error is not a tota neganon.at er 5 lnSlg , .... - . . . d i t ' I B t
lives only by reason of the element of truth captivate in 1 ., h~.
the obstacle to true dialogue is that the part-truth f~om th.e at, ~r
is kept within one's own preconceived framework with an Imph~1t
rejection of its wholeness as ~~ilt. up by the oth~r, B~t, honest .d,la-
I _ hi- ich accepts and lesitimizes the other In hIS au_t_henucltyague w . _ ,0 .' . h Th'
must take seriously his development _of the ~art-trut, ". IS

positive approach to the wholeness of cl:e o~her ~!il ma~e us. see
faiths-in-relation as the deep test of faith Itself. This ~ontra.st
of faiths) which may be a paradox or a. transcendental umty, will
be the arena of the integrity of dialogue.l? I 'I '

6) Dialozue should not take one's own authentic identity
for zranted. The other's presence throws a brilliant beam=of J

light ~into my own identity often revealing tensions between-my
faith and the non-essential cultural milieu. A partisan attachment
to. a time space bound cultural framework may affect the authenti-
city of faith itself. If culture- may, on the one hand, strengthen
faith, it can, on the other, also particularize and restrict it. Hence,
dialogue demands a constant willingness to view one's own exis-
tence critically to break open such restrictive barriers. The same
evaluative self analysis is needed_to bridge the gap between the
abstract and universalist conception of faith and the real, symboli-
cally charged, and concrete situation of personal, encounter in
dialogue.

Theological Perspectives ,0£ Dial~gue

. But tW.s.0J:e~ess . to t~e other in au thentic dialogue accept-
ing and legitimizing his existence can be exercised only in the
presence of the Eternal Thou. The very reason 'for the dialogue
IS that one does not have one's fullness in oneself. The basic
invit~ation for dialogu~ is in the awareness of the 'signs' that
cont1nua~y ad.dres~ us In all that happens. Whenever we look
~or. m~arung in things and happenings they appear as signs -and .
lnyltatlons of ,an Eternal ~ou in whom alone one can find totality.

19: ~!it~:~t';;::?;;~,t~~~~a]!~:b;r:n~~;~~on:,"BetweeI\ Me') of, Living
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ManIs Dialogical Nature

Man 's individual existence is encased in an armour of selfishness
that tends to ward .off the "signs," that come' to him from "the
others", since they present a threat to his individuality, Indi-
vidual's tendency is to dominate the world and to use it as he
likes. But by shutting out the signs he is shutting off his
orientation to the infinite" his awareness of God who speaks in
signs. As Martin Buber says, every man has a tendency to hide
like Adam from the face of God: "To escape responsibility for
his life he turns existence into a system of hide-outs" and
"enmeshes hlmself more and more deeply in perversity" .20 The
external conflict between man and man is rooted in this inner

I' conflict that separa tes man from his eternal source. So true
dialogue with men can come only from -an inner openness to
God.

Buddhist Contribution to Religious Dialogue

- . Buddhism was the -first missionary religion in the world,
and' so it was also the one to emphasize the importance of reli-
gious dialogue. Two basic social virtues preached by Buddhism
are karuna and maitri, compassion .and friendliness. One who
has attained final illumination like Gautama Buddha fully realizes
the misery of life and of worldly existence and looks upon all
thin-gs with compassion. _But in the midst of this- misery, ignor-ance .and bondage. he also discovers light and consciousness, at
the sight of which he 'shows friendliness and joy. Only in the
light of. the £nal enlightenment do other men and life itself have
any meaning,

:But '~h~ one who formulated the principles of religious dia-
logue-! in the spirit of Buddhism was Asoka, _the ,emperor: )n
his rock edicts, he pleads for the peaceful coexistence and mutual
understanding of different religions. The point of departure for
dialogue according, to him is that ((all seek mastery of the senses
and purity of mind," though men are "different in their incli-
nations and passions" and all cannot "make lavish gifts"". b~t
can only' seek' virtues of mind and heart. On account of ,this
actual "unity in diversity King Priyadarsi (Asoka ) honours :n~en
of all faiths, and places the emphasis on "growth ,it?- t?e ~uali:Jes
essential to religion in men of all faiths." According to him,

,200. M. Huber, Between Man. and Man~ pp. 14£. . _... 7"' _,

21. The Edicts of Asoka, ed. N.A. NkikaEm
di

·..and VIRI . '&MXcKlleopnp'(~~~~go 7

Univ. of Chicago Press, 1959), Hoc' cts .I., .' ~ ......
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modesty should per,suade religious men n,ot to£_'ex~~l ,Itheit'_o~vn
tl fai tl £ tl er people' 01' lOY -onounngfaith or disparage ne ai 15 0 0 1 -, " !) , __

. th fai h f tl rs "one exalts one's own faith and at the same
, e artr sao re , " I f the HOI " 1 rmony
time performs a service to the falth a 0, tcrs. n y 111 d b I
and concord may one profit by the Dharma presente Y t ~,e
others. So an earnest effort should be made to go beyond o?e s
particular faith and to gain a clear underst~nding of the doctrines
of other faiths. Only in this way, according to Asok.a, ca,n each
man's faith be properly promoted and the glorification of
Dharma itself attained.

Role of Dialogue in Religious Experience

Asoka's insistence on religious dialogue brings out the role
of dialogue both from the point of view of faith and religious
experience and &om the consideration of the sociological condi-
cion of religious men. Though religion is the experience of the in-
effable divine reality it is still man's experience. No indivi-
dual's experience is complete without the cumulative experience
of oth.e.rs. ~ w~s the bask insight of world religions. The
Rgvedic sage m calling gods and men to the ritual of sacrifice in-
sists on the unity of counsel, mind, thoughts, purpose, resolve and
h~, so that the desired fruits of the offering may be adueved.22
S~a.;ly, the. greatness of wisdom is not merely in an indi-
VIdual s experience of the Word, even in the heart of the Rishi
but, in i.ts sharing in .the assembly of true Brahmins who respec~
then friends and bring them honour and wealth.' All do. .not
have .the same capacity to understand the Word nor. the same
function towards it ... ?ne may recite t~e hymns, another may
p~on?unce t~e sa~C1al formulas, a thud may propound the
mcet:es ~f n:uaI? while a fourth can interpret the deeper meta-
physical implications, But all share in the experience' of the
.word.~3 .. Though all bave to attain the realization of reality in
God 1 It IS not granted to all at the same time and in the s' _

Th .. f . . arne
manner, e rmnls.try 0 Gurus, prophets and teachers. is' needed
so that: all may arnve at a certain realization ,.of th I ' .:
r ality I Hindui Ii . --e u nmatee . tn ... uisrn rea zation of the authentic self may be
reached only through a long discipteship under a competent Guru
who alone can ptonounce the liberating tatt • '
authentic Self is that. _ vamasi, your

, t

, '

~

,22.. RgVedn X, 191.
23, Bg Ved4: X,l7I.
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, '.' '.In Christianity the central point of religious experience is the
Christ Event, the historical suffering, death and resurrection of
Christ, through which humanity is liberated from sin. But the
disciples who were the immediate witnesses of that event had to
:o~unicate through their preaching their liberating experience
In faith to other communities, and through them to yet others
down the centuries in history. Church itsel£ is this community
of experience focused on the Christ event, which points on the
one hand to the inner reality of God and on the other to
the building up of men into the authentic human family. God
himself is not an impersonal entity, but the dialogal community
of Father, Son and Holy Spirit. In order that men may be
constituted into the true people of God they have to accept a
relationship of mutual understanding and love modelled upon
the relationship of the Father, Son and Holy Spirit in the
Trinitarian community. The role and meaning of the Church in
the communication of the Gospel of salvation to all men is to
function as the true community of Christ's disciples united in
the knowledge and wisdom of the SOD, and the love of the Holy
Spirit.

-Today, more than ever, this dialogal structure of religious ex-
perience has been paradoxically expressed by Marxism. According
to Marx, Feuerbach resolved the religious essence into the human
'essence, and the human reality into the ensemble of social
relations.e- Opposed to dialogue is alienation and this alienation
is'. basically the biblical idea. of sin. According to Marx" man's
present existence is marked by alienation, alienation from the
object _of his labour, -alienation of labour from the act of pro-
duction, and alienation of man' from roan.25 According to the
Bible. also, man's sin is his failure to live up to the divine like-
ness in which he was - created, his submitting himself to the
slavery of nature rather 'than dominating it and making it fruit-

24. Selections in Feuerbacli p. 224; Martin Buber considers this discovery
of the real being of man as the most signiflcant contribution ~f

I I I Feuerbach: "The individual man for himself does not have man s
being in himself, either as a moral being or a thinking being, Ma~'s
being is contained only in community in the unity of man WIth
man-a unity which rests, however, only in the reality of the diffe-
rence between I and thou", iBeticeen Man and Man, pp. 147-148).

:",;Ir" Marx says in his Das Kapi'tal that man "first recognizes himself as
reflected in other men." Peter recognizes his relation to himself as
mar. only by first becoming aware of his relation to the man. Paulas 'a being of like mind with himself (p. 23). ,-

2.5,. Cf. Lvrm de Silva" "Holy ,Worldliness:' Dialogue, new series_2
(1975) 1-6. ,
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ful, his hatred of man, his own 'brother. ACCQrdii)g to both M~"'x
and the Bible, this alienation has to be ~mnuUe~ by a collective
achievement of dominating nature and overcoming all obstacles
to free conscious activity and of c1"etlti~g true brotherhood amo~g
all men. But Marx rhouzht that religion was ~n obstacle ,t9 this
revolutionarv freedom s~ce it offered man a "pie in the sky
when you die," thus rendering him lazy and apathetic in t~e face
of his present slavery. .

I '

Theology of the Social Situation .

What makes dialogue more urgently necessary is the' the-
ology of the 500al situation. Every religion is called upon today
to carry on within itself "an inner dialogue, with a view: to
adjust and readjust itself to the challenges of reality presented
by other cultures, religions and ideologies and to the demands
of an emerging world society."26 No religion has come down to
us entirely unchanged in the course of history. What each religion
is today is the end result of' a long process of interaction with
other religions and cultures. What was unconsciously happening
through centuries in the past, we are called upon today to accom-
plish consciously and deliberately. Today the religious man is
challenged by a fast developing. temporal field, by the inadequacy
of outdated modes of social organization and patterns of thought
and expression,. and. by the phenomenon of religious pluralism
and secnlarism.t? Widespread poverty in the world and the
everwidening gap in .the standard of life between the people" of
the developed countries and of the underdeveloped third world
~as s~ed the emphasis from purely religious issues to the total
liberation of man through the modernization of the means ~of
production. AB Pandit jawharlal Nehru remarked at the dawn
of ~ndia's independence,. the stage when people could sit dis-
cussing what ..they were IS today superseded by a stage that aSKS
what they can do.28 All religious men have to enter into a dia-

26. Religion and Society, 12 (1965) p 2 editorial 'on "I t I· f ith 'D' "1; ..The h lb' "fi " .. n er at ia ogue .
.. . ~ 0 ~ num er IS signt cant m the analysis of the roblem of

religIous dialogue ten years ago. -, P .
.27. ,P. D. Devanandan Preparat' f D· l .
. . 1965), pp. 174-178. Devana l~n •or lG ague: (Bangalore.; I -CISRS,
; with Christianity's need to n an s ~preoc~upation t~n' years ago was

religions of India Tod II ent~r. into dialogue WIth" the resurgent
. for .interfaith diaiogue.~Y a _r~h~.lOn(j. ~ave COme to realize this need

28. Speech at the Aligarh Musli U'·. '. ..'; .'. ",.' -.. -I~

realized the need to affirm the m I flIvensty; 1948 .. La tell. in :life he
e va ue of one s being too. U Apart from
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logue with" .tbej~ feHow countrymen .in this common search for
the total lIberatIOn of man~ ,_ "

. Even for. real~zlng .and communicating the religious message
the old a~d especially Imported modes of thought and patterns
o~ expressson .are foun? to be inadequate. Theology as commu-
nitarian reflexion on faith cannot be borrowed from abroad, but
has. to. grow out of the shared. experience of people conscious of
the~r living pr.oblems. Th~s. calls for an ongoing dialogue among
believers of different traditions who face the same situation and
have to resolve the same. living problems of human life.

, . ~ut above eve.rything else, the. phenomenon. of religious
pluralism calls for dialogal cooperation. Those who live together
In a community are necessarily also neighbours in faith, though
thay have their roots in different traditions, and some of them
have been uprooted from a particular religious loyalty on account
of their new commitment to certain ways of thought and life.
Dialogue alone can establish an understanding among these people
living and working together, and this dialogue must reach a
certain religious depth if it should bring them together as persons
open t~ each other. Besides, clashes between different religions
competing for the allegiance of the same people were the greatest
scandals in human history, since religion, as the one factor that
can unite the minds· and hearts of men, became the source of
division and conflict. But today, that stage is apparently past, and
there is a. general realization that all religions in one way or
another belong to an integral plan of salvation for all men. To
achieve this common task continuous dialogue and sharing of
experience among the followers of different religions js necessary,
Even -secular and apparently antireligious movements like
Marxism concentrate their attention on certain burning problems'
of humanity, to which no religious man can be indiflerent, Hence,
in working for the integral liberation of all men there is a need to
maintain an ongoing dialogue with such movements also. . .

'\' ;1. -
God's Word.·~~d Religious Dialogue

".'.. But 'the: b~& obj~cti~n" 'to religious dialogue is often dra~
not from the part of human experience and sociology but from

material development that is imperative, I believe that the human
mind is hungry for something deeper in terms of moral and spiriutal
development." R. K. Karaniia, The Mind of Mr. Nehru. p, 35.
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£ th d. of God contained in each

th~ ?efinitive .char.ac~er0 'i: ::rdefinitive Scripture and who-
,religion. In Hinduism Veda. , " ' 'll' d nastikas non-believers;
ever did not accept Its autho~lty were ~a \. t of ~ny interprets ..
even each school of Hinduism was into eran. ," - F
. f h V' d th tl an' the, one given by Its teache,rs. ornon 0 tee' a 0_ er 1 ., , , d 1 ·

Christianin the revelation of 'God is defimuve an - comp ete 10
Jesus Chri~t who through his sacrifice of the Cross and re~urrec-
tion from the dead definitively saved the h~an race from Slll:Jnd
thus became the focal point of human hlst~ry,. Islam consr ers
Koran as the definitive revelation of God gwen to Mo~amme~
for ill .humanity. With this definit~ve and ulti~ate ,truth In. .one ~
possession why should one go seeking .for tru~ in othe.r.relig1?~s.
But, on the other hand, this a.fE.rma~o~ o~ the definitive dlv:ne
word for humanity daimed by each religion 1S the m:ost comp~J!ing
reason for entering into dialogue with other religious ttadit1~ns
and relisious men of other faiths. For, though the Veda) the BIble
and the°Koran are claimed to be the divine word, all admit that
they are presented to us in and through human experience in the
limited and dated language of man. All the cultural forms, idioms
and modes of understanding of all religions will not enable us
to exhaust or even to sound the depths of the. ineffable mystery
presented in them. Only the concentrated effort of the . different
religious traditions can. make the divine message adequately in-
telligible in the complex situations of human existence. Indeed,
from the Christian point of view, a privileged position is, claimed
by Jesus Christ, -who by his work of redemption became the
unique turning point of human history. as a whole. But; -the
humanity of Christ was the sacrament of God and the instrument
of the divine Logos in achieving this. The same Logos is active,
in other religions also so that each religion may play its role. in
its own way in the total economy of human salvation. Those who
accept the presence of the Logos in Jesus of Nazareth cannot, re-
ject him and his Spirit when they are active elsewhere in human
history. Besides, the acceptance by God of the work of the created
and history-bound human nature of Jesus Christ was also at the
same time the acceptance in and with him of all that is genuinely
human and authentic in human history. Hence, the .genuine re-
ligious contributions of Hinduism, Buddhism, Jainism arid Islam,
of Confucius J Buddha, Mohammed and others can no longer be
termed purely human, but must be taken as integral to the one
economy of human-salvation.

f_ pi •• J I

Conclusion

Thus dialogue is a basic dimension of contemporary human
experience as a whole and of theological reflexion in particular.
Though the global village of humanity progressively shrinking
with the communications explosion and the growing social needs of
man crying for total liberation are the two factors that empha--
size the urgency of dialogue, in it humanity is discovering a long
forgotten aspect of its existence: Man is not an object, but a
conscious subject: not an isolated "I" but an Jntersubjective "'We",
which can attain self-realization only through dialogue. In dia-
logue he has to fight the inborn obstacles of boredom, irony, pride
and duplicity and consciously open his soul to others and to the
eternal Thou of God, who is also the deepest Self. On the reli-
gious plane dialogue is not a concession or a luxury. A purely
individualistic religious experience only imprisons man in his
own self alienation from the world and others, The definitive
saving message of salvation enshrined in and recognized by the
different religious .traditions point to God's saving word to
humanity that can be properly understood only with the total
past religious history of humanity in view and with all the help
that religions can provide us with towards the understanding of
the ineffable mystery of God. The sacrificial death and resurrec-
tion from the. dead of Jesus Christ is not the exclusive property
of any particular group or tradition, but it is the clear and de-
finitive word of God that humanity's religious future is one, that
in him all that is genuine! y human and religious is accepted and
taken up into the one universal plan of salvation of all men.


